
INTRODUCING A POWERFUL INSTITUTIONAL MOMENTUM 
SETUP WITH EXTREME ACCURACY FOR THE CME CURRENCY 
AND FOREX MARKETS!!
EXACT BAR ENTRY WITH LARGE MOVES AND TIGHT STOPS!!

     I would first like to thank all my members in my live day trading room over the last year. Jerel 
and I look forward to another successful year in 2010 with you.  We will only bring indicators for 
Ninja or Tradestation that will have a serious impact on your trading. Enjoy the symmetry dots. 
     After training hundreds of day traders and trading the market nearly 20 years, almost all fall into  
two huge pitfalls when day trading the markets. Bottom line, no defined trading rules(defined 
setups) and the biggest mistake is that they just can not take the emotion out of trading. In other 
words,they trade just to trade or if the setup does not work out they will average the position down 
hoping for it to come back. I have seen it all. The bottom line trading is about RULES!  To be a 
successful futures or currency trader you must have trading RULES and keep the setups as simple 
as possible. You must know your entry, exit and trailing stop before you enter the trade. You must 
EXECUTE your trading plan. You must have a great Risk/Reward as a trader or in the end you will 
likely fail. If you are a system jumper then you will likely fail. Jumping from one Holy Grail to the 
next will likely kill your account.  If you do not know your exact entry to the bar, exact stop to the 
bar and how to let your winners run to the bar then you will likely fail. Trading is about trading 
your specific trading setups every day over and over. You have to be very systematic in your 
approach. No emotions. Trade what you see not what you think.  Never changing the RULES or 
trying to think you know more than what the chart is telling you. Just know your trading rules and 
take your EMOTION OUT and execute your setup. In other words. EXECUTE YOUR TRADING 
PLAN. Stops are part of the game. Trade what the markets are telling you with symmetry.  All 
successful traders will get stopped out, however, by keeping your stop small with great Risk to 
Reward trades then being stopped is part of doing business.  Remember, the market is not a living 
breathing thing, its just a transfer of wealth from one trader to another. The traders that don't have 
systematic entry, stops and trailing stops are easy prey for us that do. The market is a zero sum 



game. Every time someone wins then someone has to lose.  I have shown that to all my members 
with my Top 3 Setups where the Risk to Reward is off the charts and now I introduce my top 
momentum setup. Four setups that are the pulse of the market. The key word is Symmetry. I teach 
you how to trade it everyday in all markets. If you know the symmetry of the market then your 
trading goals will reach new levels. Symmetry in the market is really easy to see. Is the market that 
you are trading setting higher lows(up trend) or lower highs(downtrend). My automated dots that 
we sell to our members for Ninja and Tradestation do just that. All major tops and all major 
bottoms all have one thing in common. Major tops will always have a lower high in price action 
and bottoms will have a higher low in price action. That is the symmetry of the market. If the 
market is going to continue the up or down move then it must continue to show you as a trader 
that it will not break the symmetry that it is in. In other words, if the market is in a hard up trend, 
meaning settting higher lows, then it must continue to keep setting higher lows or its tipping its 
hand that a trend change is in place. If you take anything from this PDF then please remember if 
you know the symmetry in any market that you trade then you know more than 90% of the traders 
that are trading against you. Let's take a look at symmetry real quick then move on to my top 
momentum setup. 

     Ok! Let's take a look at the British Pound chart below. You will notice that I have cyan dots and 
purple dots on the charts. These are the symmetry dots that I sell to Tradestation and Ninja users 
and these dots are automatically updated in my live trading room that shows all my charts live on 
your own computer around the world on the Euro and British Pound.  You will notice that I had a 
#1 buy setup at my institutional level and the market kept setting higher lows with my cyan dots 
and the setup moves over 90 ticks with no heat. This is symmetry. The market kept setting higher 
lows and it never closed below my cyan dots all the way to my next institutional number. 



    

 Before I go any further. This PDF is about my top momentum setup in my live day trading room. 
If you would like to know about my other Top 3 Setups like this British Pound example then please 
visit www.daytradingthefutures.com  and click on the Top 3 Setups tab at the top. You will find I 
have specific trading rules for entry, exit and trailing stops when you view my live day trading 
screens. You will find tons of recent trades with the rules on my 1 2 3 setups. Let's get to my 
momentum setup right now and remember go to that tab to view my other 3 top setups. This is a 
momentum setup where price action moves immediately and the stops are real tight. Let's get 
started.  Once again, please review my website for my other top 3 setups. Let's start with Symmetry 
again. Please take a look below at my automated indicator. 



     

     You can clearly see that after the breakout of my symmetry dots that prices trailed the red dots 
all the way up until the breakdown of symmetry then the market falls hard. My momentum setup 
has very defined rules.
1.  ONLY take longs if the lower dots(red dots in this example) are setting higher lows from the 
previous red dots and ONLY take shorts if the upper dots are setting lower highs(blue dots in this 
example). Momentum is created when the first higher low or lower high from a major top or 
bottom has occured. My 5 minute chart in the trading room with my divergence indicator will 
show you the big picture when a trend change is happening. Also, you will not look to enter a 
momentum trade unless the dots have a higher low for buys or lower high for shorts while viewing 
my screens on the 1 minute chart.  Remember, symmetry is always first for a momentum setup. Let 
me put a marked chart up first then I'll show you examples and go over DEFINED RULES.



Let's break down the chart in my live day trading room. Symmetry dots are cyan and purple. 
Higher lows in cyan=buy bias. Lower highs in purple dots=sell bias. Both act as support/resistance 
until whole candle closed below/above.  Notice the number count at the bottom of the chart. With 
those numbers you will see a 40 line and 60 line. These lines and numbers with symmetry will be 
your key to success with my momentum setup. It takes all three to make the setup work with my 
momentum dot to enter.  (I will go over how we use two candles stick formations in the room to 
time the trade before it happens).  
1. Symmetry
2. 40-60 Line
3. Number Count
4. Momentum Dot(Green to buy/Magenta to Short)

Notice how I put them in order!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Very important. 



Please refer to the above chart!
1. Symmetry-Higher lows in cyan dots the trend is up only look for momentum buy setup.
2. 40-60  When buying higher lows I use the 40-60 line to show my what bar i should be buying or 
selling.  Here we have higher lows on the BP with my cyan symmetry dots. A defined rule is to buy 
above a pullback to 60% or 40% when the number count is a 9 or 13 bar. The 9 or 13 must close on 
or straddle above these numbers. Once this happens you can enter with a green buy dot. 
3. Number count is key. The reason this setup works so great is that you are buying a higher high 
with symmetry dots and only looking for a small retracement indicating strength. The market will 
show its hand when it stops at 40% or 60% with a 13 or 9 count. This is a huge hedge fund play on 
longer time frames. I like to use it to day trade. Moves are large and fast and stops are real tight. 
4. Momentum dot is key. If the market is going to pause in an uptrend or downtrend then you 
must have a momentum entry to get in when the train is just starting to leave the station then just 
trail with symmetry. Let's go over the top momentum setups in order. 

BEST SETUP-If the market is setting symmetry higher lows(cyan dots) and the market pulls back 
to a 9 or 13 count ABOVE 60%. Key is above 60%. Nothing better than this. Market showing major 
strength. Higher lows on dots. Pull back is shallow to 60% with 9 or 13 count. Market should 
explode up. Only buy with first green dot. Stop will be placed at the swing low after dot entry on 
the 1 minute chart. One tick below the lowest swing low or on the 1 minute chart will create a 
really tight 4-6 tick stop and you will see 25-70 tick moves. Opposite for shorts. 9 or 13 count with 
lower highs in symmetry dots at 40% you will take first magenta sell dot and the hard stop will be 
above 1 minute swing high which is typically right before sell dot. 

SECOND BEST-The market is setting a higher low with the dots. You get a pull back to 40% to buy 
with a 9 or 13 count. Enter just like above only the stop will be one whole candle below the swing 
high or low because of the deeper pull back to 40% in an uptrend instead of 60% so strength is not 
as strong. Trail with symmetry dots. 

THIRD-Taking 9 or 13 buy or sells outside of the 40-60 but ONLY ON symmetry dots. Ill go over 
this in the room.



Ok! Look at the chart below.
1. Symmetry setting higher lows(cyan dots)
2. Only Buys
3. Market pulls back to 60% Three Times
4. 9 bar prints on the line or touches the 60% line this means watch for a hard fast move
5. Wait for Green dot to enter. 
6. Once long Stop will be 1 tick below swing low, typically right before entry dot. If it was a 40% 
pull back meaning the count stopped at 40% instead of 60% showing a deeper pull back and 9 or 13 
on 40% then stop whole candle below swing low. Ill go over the doji and hammer and how it  helps 
on the number count in the room when the count is close.   Notice how the first two 9 buys at 60% 
the market exploded. The third had a 9 buy 60% long but reversed at 3 bars after green dot this tells 
my members to reverse. Ill go over the failure in the room. Huge moves. Last one this week 6 tick 
stop 70 tick move.  Bottom, line if you have an opposite color dot that pops up within three bars 
after entry then momentum is slowing so exit with small stop or profit and reverse. Ill go over this 
in the room. Ok! Let me show you a few recent trades. Once you are in the live trading room I go 
over this 5 days a week from 9am-11am everyday and we trade 6 days a weeks almost 24 hours a 
day. Same setups over and over. ALSO, VERY VERY VERY VERY VERY IMPORTANT. THE 
BEST TIME TO TRADE MO MO IS WITH VOLUME. 8-11AM EST. THE BEST WITH THE NY. 
OPEN. Heres some examples. 



Notice, symmetry up meaning higher lows on cyan. 9  buys right on 60% line with green dot. No 
heat huge moves. Next!



1. Cyan symmetry dots are up. Only momentum buys
2. 9 buy on 40%
3. Enter with green dot. Now stop will be whole candle close below swing low right before green 
dot because its not above 60% so you will need to it breath more. 
4 Second setup 13 buy on 40% enter with green dot. Stop whole candle below swing low. 
Next!



Textbook! 9 Sell below 40% indicating major weakness and symmetry dots setting lower highs. 
Enter with Magenta sell dot. Stop 1 tick above swing high before dot. 

Look below how the 5min 40-60 works. 















Thank you everyone! If you have any questions on the indicator that I sell or the live trading room 
then please email me at daytradingfutures1@yahoo.com or reach my partner Jerel at 
jerel@daytradingthefutures.com for a spot in our 3 day free trial in our live day trading room. 

Thanks again
Jay/Room Moderator/Master Trader











     


